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The Emancipation of the Body and the Abuse of the Heart 

 
In the Duality of Male and Female, the Male is related to the Formless Heart, the 

Female to the Form, or in human terms: to the Body. The Body is the Form of the Heart. If 
Man’s Heart is ever to become (much more) Present on Earth – and this can only happen 
through Consciousness – there is no other way for Him than to Enter Woman, to Fill the Form 
with His Heart. Man’s True Heart-Entrance of Woman is extremely rare here on earth. This 
has hardly begun yet. 

This Divine Process can only happen if Woman is in Love with Man. Otherwise there 
is no Reception. Man cannot Do this process on His Own. If He, through His Natural Love 
for (and, Ultimately, as) Her, can Show Woman that She Loves Him, that is: His Heart – and 
thus Activates Her Potential Heart on the earthly realm – then Man(’s Heart) Lives in the 
Earthly Realm. Without Woman’s True – and not pretend – Love for Him He cannot be 
Down Here, or at least not as the Manifested Heart of Man. 

The fact that, intuitively, men know they have to reach Woman’s Body – or 
Corporeality – in the End, easily fools them into assuming that they can hurry the Process of 
being received by Woman, by what merely seems to be masculine: ‘preparing’, via 
roundabout ways, Her Body for entering, for apparent reception. Perhaps He shouldn’t have 
eaten from the tree of supposed knowledge. In any case, the True Man, on the contrary, 
doesn’t hurry Woman in any way. He is infinitely Patient. He Knows it is Her Heart that He 
needs to reach. And this is such a huge, heavy, inherently painful Process that cannot be 
compared in the least to the relative ease with which a ‘man’ can reach Woman’s body. 

In the human world we can notice there’s a process going on of what could be called 
the emancipation of the Body. The Body shouldn’t be violated, abused, or harassed in any 
way. On the contrary, the Body should be given all the space necessary to Feel what is good 
for itself (or Herself) – or, if one gets to the core of the earthly side of the process of Man and 
Woman, one might understand here: the Body should have the space to Feel what kind of 
‘man’ or consciousness is good for Woman’s Body. Eventually, the movement of the 
emancipation of the Body will increasingly become aware that the Body is holy in the End, 
that the body is not a thing, not just a form, not a vehicle, but is the Divine itself. Or, in my 
terms: the Body is, Ultimately, the Heart. It is an inseparable Part of the Heart Itself and 
therefore it Is the Heart. The Form of the Heart is nothing else than the Heart Itself. 

Quite a few people, women especially, might be happy when things are Seen and 
formulated this way – somewhere inside they Know that the emancipation of Woman cannot 
reach its fulfilment without the full emancipation of the Body. Beyond being glad with this, I 
say that the notion of the Body Being the Form of the Heart is ‘simply’ Reality when we look 
behind the Form perspective that – despite the dualistic split in people where one side knows 
there is more than just Form – has always ruled on earth. In principle, ‘I’ – equipped with the 
Eye of the Heart on Earth – wholly support this emancipation of the Body, if only for the fact 
that to ‘me’ Woman is Part of ‘my’ Own Heart. Yet, this is, by far not the end of ‘the story’. 
And, in fact, I’m running too far ahead, to talk about a process in which the Body will be 
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Seen and treated as Divine in the end. Let’s show where we have the tendency to go astray 
and, in fact, are well on course to go astray – not to claim that ‘going astray’ is something 
new instead of something that has always been. 

 
1. The Body’s emancipation is used by Ego. The Ego-Force has claimed and 

‘incorporated’ the body – jut like it tries to appropriate everything it can get its eyes and 
hands on. The Ego-Force uses it for its own purposes and interests. For one thing, the body is, 
apparently more and more, related to as something that can give one pleasure. This is possible 
in the luxurious situation that, apparently, its basic needs are fulfilled. The other side of the 
same coin is the tendency to avoid pain. The body is not Seen as part of a Divine Process of 
manifesting the Heart into and as the Form, nor is it Seen that the experience of Pain by the 
Body is an integral part of this Process. Instead of the Body being considered or felt of as 
holy, it is, behind and especially below the surface, the Ego that tries to make itself holy. 
Focussing on pleasure and its eternal opposite friend, the avoidance of pain, means, very 
simply, the absence of (being in touch with) the Divine, the One, the One Heart. Going for 
pleasure is an alternative, a substitute. This is, in itself, understandable. If, somehow, you 
experience emptiness, repeated forms of pleasure seem to give you at least something. 
Something seems better than nothing. In Truth, this simple truth is not True, however. In 
Truth, one ‘simply’, consciously, feels the pain of emptiness, the pain of the (supposed) 
absence of Man(’s Heart) – instead of turning away towards what seems to offer something 
better in the short run. The Heart is the Only ‘Thing’ That doesn’t need to be fulfilled. It is the 
(Divine) ‘Filling’ Itself. It is not after pleasure, and is not against it either when it happens to 
come by. It is difficult to avoid anyway. The Heart is not after any form, not after pleasure, 
nor any other seemingly attractive forms. It Manifests Itself in the Form. 

Woman, when She gives up on Man – for He seems late or seems to have left Her 
alone – naturally turns to the form world for Her substitute fulfilment. This is as 
understandable as it is sad. For this will never really Fulfil Her. For instance, using a ‘male’ 
body for pleasure, sexually or otherwise (for instance, for having an outer human of flesh and 
blood who represents one side of Her eternal Inner Dual Fight) is not True. It is unholy. It 
reinforces Her feeling of separation from Man, instead of helping Her come Closer, if this is 
‘something’ She is after at all, which is not as obvious as you may assume. The currently 
increasing tendency in society to use male bodies for pleasure – and this pleasure includes 
some rudimentary form of love – is not in the least a sensible alternative for the seeming 
opposite: men using female bodies for their ‘pleasure’ or as an outlet for the sexual urge. The 
‘seeming opposite’, indeed, for this is exactly the same. Teenager boys, like girls before and 
still, are nowadays increasingly busy with their body, training their muscles in fitness centres, 
putting smelly unnatural scents on their body. They do this to please girls(’ ego), to be more 
attractive. At ‘best’ they get a fake sense of self-confidence. It has got nothing to do with 
becoming Man, on the contrary. They become (part of) Woman(’s world) this way, they 
become body with muscles. The Deluding Force is so clever to give them the feeling they 
become more ‘man’, while the opposite happens. 
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All this has got nothing to do with the real emancipation of the Body – nor, therefore, 
with the real emancipation of Woman. It is part of the emancipation of the Ego, freely letting 
the ego out instead of repressing its superficial desires. The Ego doesn’t want to be part of the 
Depth of Life, where it would be a poor nullity. It wants to divide and rule, pleasure itself to 
the end, without too big gaps between every new kind of pleasure, in which (too much) 
feeling threatens to show its face. In the (supposed) absence of Man, the form, the body, is 
made to be the best thing, but it will always stay Empty, without Man’s Heart in it. 

 
This brings us to the second point: 
 
2. The emancipation of the Heart is ‘forgotten’ – the emancipation that is the 

Recognition of the Formless Heart as the Source of the Body, not a nice myth or a symbol 
that stands for love. This ‘forgetting’ would, at first, not be bad if, in the course of human 
history and development, the emancipation of the Heart would naturally follow the 
emancipation of the Body. Looking at the current developments, this is, at least for the 
moment, not a probable scenario, but there is also structural reason why this will not happen 
either in the future, not when the current kidnapping of the body by the Ego will not be 
undone at a certain point, when this will not be Recognized as inherently pointless. This 
structural reason has to do with, so to speak, starting at ‘the wrong end of the stick’. The 
Formless can assume Form, but the Form can only Realize its Source, the Formless Heart, 
when it surrenders to Consciousness, gives up its form perspective as the main way to see and 
experience reality – or: when one gives up the division between speaking as (what seems to 
be:) Consciousness while acting as Form. 

The emancipation of the Body as something intrinsically valuable that no one has the 
right to touch unwantedly, is not considered to be Part of Something Deeper, of the Heart. 
The emancipation is not only part of a moral way of approaching the experiential reality – 
which, as often, is second best – but, at least as much, part of the Ego’s way that says that it 
has the right to do anything it wants anytime, that no one should be in the way of this, 
including not being confronted with unwanted touch, to touch on a currently hot issue. Every 
confrontation with the limits of Ego’s supposed freedom should be eliminated or diminished. 
Such an attempt is an endless and hopeless enterprise. One’s ego will always find the striving 
for freedom of other people’s ego as the limit of its own supposed freedom. 

The emancipation of the Body without the emancipation of the Heart, its Master, 
makes things, in a way, ‘worse’ in the sense that we will only be more focussed on the Form, 
on the body, while forgetting the Body is not a Form, not in the first place, but only in the last 
(even though important) place: it is the condensation of the Heart into a (human) form. 

Unfortunately or not, and not denying the successes of medical science, science (still) 
sees and treats the body as a thing, as a form. Science plays a leading role nowadays in how 
we view reality. Science’s view contributes to the de-Hearting of the body. The more 
successful science seems to be in curing diseases and in postponing death, the stronger this 
effect will be, in practice – albeit not in principle. To consider the body more important than 
in the past, is no guarantee at all for giving the physical body its proper place in the Whole. 
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By lack of (experiencing) Natural Holiness, for the Ego the body is ‘holy’ as the source of 
pleasure and as a vehicle to go for what it wants. I’m not at all against the decline of religions 
– better today than tomorrow, as far as I’m concerned – but the scientific view offers no True 
alternative either in its emphasis (for the greater part at least) on Form, and in its denial or 
neglect of the Forces at work beyond the Form. 

 In physics, scientists seem more free to look for deeper Forces that rule the universe, 
including, in principle, humans. But when the results of their endeavours don’t lead to 
humbling the scientists, to scattering the(ir) ego to pieces (something that is not so), 
something must apparently be ‘not right’. Finding an egoless truth won’t, in itself, result in a 
human being to whom respect for the Whole, for the Heart, is Naturally Primary, which 
includes the notion that no scientific discoveries can be allowed that have a fundamentally 
negative, destructive or undermining impact on the earth as a sustainable living whole or on 
parts of it – such as nuclear energy. The main task of the Ego is to keep the division between 
consciousness and form in place, between Man and Woman, to prevent the actual 
Embodiment of the Heart as the human being. The scientist who doesn’t actually Live the 
Body – Consciously from within – will inherently treat the body as a form, as something 
‘other’. As long as ‘other’ is there, Ego will define, decide, divide and rule. 

Often, things seem first to have to become ‘worse’ for us to see the madness of them. 
It is not impossible that frustration of the emptiness of ‘Body without Heart’ will become so 
big that (at least a part of) humanity will turn towards Depth ‘by itself’, away from short term 
satisfaction. But no one can look into the future. As life on earth is Dual, usually there are 
waves in Consciousness. After a while the wave moves the other side again. A fundamental 
deepening of Consciousness anchored in the human Body is not easy to trace, to say the least 
– unless you’re an incorrigible optimist and think that it’s only 2500 years ago that Buddha 
lived and we’re just beginning, that Buddha’s Consciousness and Jesus’ Body of 2000 years 
ago are about to Merge in everybody’s body any minute now. 

In principle, to increase the chance of a more structural development, it is desirable 
that, from the beginning, from where we are now, the emancipation of the Body is embedded 
in the emancipation of the Heart – rather than putting the body aside as a ‘thing’ that needs 
respect for its own sake, or allowing the Ego-Force to kidnap the body for its own purposes. 

 
Coming back to the Duality of Man and Woman, in the form of the somewhat easier 

to grasp earthly duality of men and women: nowadays men are ‘asked’ to respect the body, 
instead of entering the Body when the Body doesn’t have time yet to Feel if the Heart in a 
male Body has manifested itself deeply enough and, therefore, if the female body will find a 
form of deeper Relief instead of finding unconscious male bodies in her bed that are a 
repetition of Her own old drama of Unconsciousness, the Division between Form and 
Formless Consciousness. Again, I can only encourage this development of respect of the 
Female Body – even though one may seriously ask if the result will be a real, substantial, 
natural respect when it is forced through power instead of being a result of Insight and, 
ultimately, Heart. The abuse of Woman’s Body serves no one but the un-transcended Ego-
Force in men. Ego should be shown its place. When the Body is respected, the chance that 
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Man has to find a deeper way to approach Woman – by, first, finding the Man in himself – 
may be well enhanced. It’s good to realize that ‘men’s’ approach to ‘woman’ is a Mirror of 
Woman’s Own direction and Her (lack of) capacity to bear Man(’s Heart) in Herself, in Her 
Body. She Herself is still attracted to the ‘man’ that treats and wants Her as ‘body’, instead of 
as Part of His Own Heart. To bear Man’s Heart through Her Womb is a Process that needs a 
very long breath. But, indeed, this is the real emancipation of Woman’s Body in the end: to, 
by Becoming Man’s Heart, Bear His Heart in the Form of new Human Form(s). This is 
something other than the emancipation of the Ego that uses the emancipation of the body for 
its own purposes. 

The other side of the same coin is still totally obscure somehow – even though the 
following is, in fact, related to the more obvious form of abuse: of the Body. I speak about 
woman’s disrespect and abuse of man’s Heart – even though, ultimately, Man’s Heart is the 
Only ‘Thing’ Woman can really respect. Indeed, fundamentally, Woman cannot respect 
Herself, even though She has already tried for ages. Woman isn’t doing anything wrong here 
– nor is ‘man’ as the supposed oppressor in this respect. The Form of the Heart cannot respect 
Itself when Its Source, Man’s Heart, is not Wholly Included in this respect. The Ego may like 
to separate and (try to) do things on its own, but it will never succeed: it will never respect 
itself, but always secretly hate itself, while pretending to love itself. 

As far as I know, woman’s abuse of man’s Heart has never been really an issue here 
on earth. If there’s an issue of abuse, the issue is – and not without justified reason – the 
(dis)respect of Woman’s Body. The Killing of Man’s Heart by the Female Force is non-
existent in people’s consciousness, men’s and women’s consciousness alike. If you have the 
Eye for it, however – since the Heart is not absent in you – you can, as I do, See in man-forms 
how murdered (or at least and at best how very much under pressure) their heart is. The best 
examples of presence of ‘heart’ in a man are often the ones most easily crushed, if not killed. 
If the heart is less present anyway – or (almost) absent – it is easier for a man to manifest 
himself in society, and these are the examples you see and consider (and mistake for) ‘man’. 
Society cannot use or tolerate (too much) Heart in a man-form. Society, in the course of time, 
has been created around Woman’s form-interests, not around Man. 

Deluded as we are by form, there is thus a ‘strange’, one-sided, obsession with the 
body or form side of the coin. It is – indeed – revolting when the Body is violated, and, in 
extreme cases, even raped or killed. It is all the more awful, because somewhere we know that 
the body is not just a form but part of something deeper, the Heart. Therefore, also from the 
perspective of the ‘body’ it is all the more important that sooner or later the Knowledge about, 
the Wisdom of and the natural Respect for the Heart will have its (Natural) place on earth. 

This sounds nice and safe to say, but the difficulties and heaviness of the process of 
actually manifesting this scenario on an earthly level are seemingly almost insurmountably 
big. There are books to be written about this, but let’s try to keep it as brief as possible here at 
this place. At least the summary can be brief, although briefness doesn’t mean that you can 
understand the content of it, and this what I will say is no exception to this: 
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Woman may, out of her Deepest Nature, Be in Love with the Heart of Man – indeed – 
at the same time, on an Earthly Level, She, and whether She likes doing this or not, Resists 
the Heart of Man as Hell. 

 
Without Seeing and Understanding that Woman is Dual in Her Nature and without 

Fully Accepting and Whole-Heartedly and Whole-Bodily Surrendering (in)to the reality of 
this, one cannot (and doesn’t even want to) Understand what I just said. When you only listen 
to what Woman says, by mere words, without Entering Her Truly and Wholly, you will 
believe that Woman wants ‘man’ to be more loving on an earthly level, more heartily to Her, 
that She wants more or deeper intimacy with ‘man’. You will believe that She wants ‘man’ to 
See her finally, and you will even believe that She wants, in the end, to Unite with Man. 

Fundamentally, Woman does not Understand Herself. Woman does not Understand 
Her Own Duality, since She Is this Duality. That’s why it is up to Man to See Her, to 
Understand Her, and to Understand Her (only) in and by His Reality of Non-Separation from 
Her, to apply in this respect His Quality of Oneness. Only the Woman Who Surrenders to 
Man’s One Non-Judging Heart That Sees, and Who has therefore Become Part of this Heart, 
can Understand Woman, the Two that have always fooled all of us on earth. 

It’s not that the things I have said Woman seems to want from ‘man’ are untrue. Only, 
this is one side of Her. And, on an earthly level, the other side of Her, has always been 
stronger, more powerful on Earth, in Woman’s Domain of Old. There is a truly huge Force 
active through Woman that keeps things as they are, that prevents Her from Coming ‘too’ 
Close to Man’s Heart. As a night moth She would burn in Man’s Fiery Heart, and She has a 
natural safety guard that is called the Ego that is in charge of seeing to it that She will not go 
further than striving to get a little closer to Man – or, preferably, that Man comes a bit Closer 
to Her – but not too close: it shouldn’t hurt (too much). It shouldn’t be confusing, turning Her 
world upside down. In reality, Coming Closer to Man’s Heart would mean allowing Her 
world to be turned straight again, allowing Herself to face reality, instead of living in a 
dreamy form world. 

Woman assumes that when Her primary view of the world as form is put in its proper 
place – Form ‘just’ being the manifestation of the Formless Heart, which is a Deeper Reality 
She is, usually secretly, in Love with – this will mean Her death sentence; Her world as She 
knows, or seems to know, is done. She feels this in a way as if She Herself would Die. The 
vague divine picture telling Her that She would be Reborn in Man(’s Heart), is rather a nice 
fairy tale to Her – very nice, indeed, for She hates Her Own cold world of Heartless Form – 
than an actual earthly possibility She can rely on. She cannot and doesn’t want to give up on 
Her world of Form, of body, even though She Knows it is dead in itself, without Man’s Heart 
enlivening Her world, Her form, her Body. 

And here we come to the issue of the abuse of the Heart. As ‘man’ has abused 
Woman’s body throughout history, Woman has abused Man’s Heart. Since Woman has a 
huge, natural Resistance to ‘Die’ into Man’s Heart, and since She doesn’t want to live without 
Man’s Enlivening Heart either, She, in this split, in this dilemma, must be clever. She is, in a 
way. She uses Man’s Heart to feel better, without truly allowing Him into Her Earthly 
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Domain. She flirts with Him, She takes what She can get, She sucks His Heart empty as far as 
He will allow it – which is, usually, far. But truly opening for Him, let alone Surrendering to 
Him – through which Man’s Heart would Manifest Itself on an Earthly Level – is something 
She won’t do. Only the remainders of Man are allowed, man-forms in fact – safe as they are 
for Her form-world as She knows it. Ego, the boss in charge, pursues a harsh but clear regime 
here. 

To define the abuse and therefore clarify things: man’s abuse of woman’s body – or 
corporeality – happens when a man makes use of a Female body and the accompanying 
energy, which gives him an entrance to this world of energy, to society, without taking and 
trying to transcend the inevitably accompanying pain in his heart, pain that is associated with 
the Earth in all its hardness, with Form, and that Woman’s Body (or Corporeality) stores. 
Since no one can get away with abuse un-Seen, he, if he commits this abuse, will become 
more and more part of Woman’s world of Form and lose his True Manhood. Woman’s abuse 
of Man’s Formless Heart, in turn, has two faces. It is the case when, on the one hand, she 
makes use of Man’s Heart – also when this happens unconsciously – and is uplifted by this, 
enlivened on and by a deeper level than the form level, but at the same time doesn’t allow 
Man as He Is to be in Her world of Energy, by withholding Her sexuality or energy from him. 
It is also the case when she makes use of man’s heart and does allow a man sexually and 
energetically, but at the same time doesn’t open her heart to him. The latter, in turn, may very 
well result in man’s abuse of Her Body; and it shows here that often ‘abuse’ has two sides 
that are intertwined. 

It’s not superfluous to add that woman’s and man’s abuse of one another is not 
something relatively rare, like rape, being the most obvious form of abuse. It is almost as 
common as the sun and the moon, even when no obviously bad intentions are at play. That 
something happens in an unconscious way, doesn’t mean it isn’t there. In both cases the 
‘abuser’ tries to get what he or she – according to his or her own sex’ perspective – wants or 
seems to need and tries to avoid the responsibility of the other, unwanted, scary, confusing, 
painful side. The two forms of abuse are nature-given. In truth, we can’t possibly insist that 
something has gone wrong at a certain point in our evolution and that we have to 
unfortunately deal with abuse now. The fact that the abuse has firm roots in nature doesn’t 
mean we can’t learn and evolve. Consciousness can do miracles. 

By the way, as far as I’m concerned, we could also skip the word ‘abuse’ – which is 
often abused – and use ‘allowing to be used’ instead, which, let’s be fair, is much more 
realistic. (Again, rape is a different situation, where one cannot speak of ‘allowing’.) 

 
To come back to the, somehow, neglected side of abuse: when I see some men – 

many, in fact – how their Heart is sucked empty by (the Female Force in) women, this is sad 
beyond words. And all the more sad it is, since usually these are precisely the men who could 
make some difference when it comes to showing Woman Love. In itself there is a deeper 
form of ‘justice’ in this respect that says that, apparently, those men were not strong enough 
yet to maintain (as) their Heart here on earth, in the world of Woman, that they let themselves 
be fooled by the Female Deluding Force that says that men should be more loving. The 
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Evolutionary Process of the Heart’s Manifestation on Earth follows, in that sense, the same 
Laws as the biological form-perspective, which says that the strongest, most intelligent genes 
will survive and reproduce themselves. 

Although I’m not strictly against this power-play, it is nevertheless part of ‘my’ Power 
as Heart to cry my heart out when I think of one of the most beautiful hearts I have seen here 
on earth manifested in a man-form, and seeing-feeling how utterly crushed his state was – I’m 
not sure if he’s still alive – crushed by the Female Force active through especially the women 
around him, how apparently he could not defend himself, how he did not understand what 
happened to him, why he felt so bad, why at a certain point he was fired at work – or perhaps 
he fired himself, feeling he could no longer do his work properly. How many silent graves are 
there of such beautiful men, who have suddenly disappeared into nothingness, leaving us 
behind with the so-called strong men who seem to know how to stay separate from Woman(’s 
Man-Killing Force). The Love in a man that approaches Woman with Love is killing him at 
the same time. The man who stays separate from Woman survives – not as Man but at least as 
a man-form, a man-form that seems a suitable candidate for Woman’s purpose of reproducing 
Herself. 

Of course, from Woman’s perspective, a Beautiful Man is not the seemingly weak 
man who cannot stand up against Her Female Force, but the Man who is stronger, who She 
can surrender to and Feels safe with: no matter how strong the Ego-beast will come through 
Her, He will be able to handle it. I could say I trust Woman’s definition of beauty and safety 
in this respect, and accept that many, the on an un-earthly level beautiful, Heart-men will be 
‘sacrificed’. Only, as I said, Woman doesn’t Know Herself. It’s not that She will eagerly 
allow the man who fits Her Inner ‘definition’ or Selfless Picture of Man. She avoids the Man 
who Sees Her Ego. And here we come to the core of the matter. 

Woman’s Ego Resists the Heart of Man as Hell, as I have indicated. Her Ego, indeed. 
Like no other man on earth I Know this, I dare say, out of my own experience. But my own 
experience is not the only basis on which I dare to claim this. My Love for Woman has been 
so exceptionally big, limitless as far as I know – since I Live the Man in ‘me’ for Whom this 
Love is Only Natural, no big deal – that I have Entered Woman in Her Darkness. And was not 
unwilling to let my Divine Pure romantic Picture of Woman be crushed on the hard stone 
reality of the earth. Which gave me Eye on Earth. 

Woman’s Ego (as such) is the Hell, the end of Life, as She Herself Knows – 
regardless of whether this Ego manifests in and rules male or female ‘bodies’. Only, She 
doesn’t want to admit this, not show this to Man, She needs to hide and repress it as far as 
possible – since if He’d find out the truth of Her Ego, She is sure He will leave Her alone for 
ever, never Touch Her, repelled as He will surely be then. This is a projection on Man, and 
also part of not Understanding Man’s Love that has no judgements of Woman’s Ego. Another 
projection – and therefore sign of un-intelligence – is the unconscious supposition or 
expectation that the Man of Heart would bring the Hell down to Her, while in reality She is 
Already in the Hell. It’s rather that He will Bring the Light with Him to make Her See this. 
And She doesn’t Want to See this Hell as long as She is not hundred per cent sure there is an 
alternative to the Hell. The Ego cannot Surrender to Man out of Love. Only when He offers 
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Her a better alternative (for Herself, for Her own cold hard earthly reality), will She be 
interested. But self-interest and Surrender don’t go together. They’re mutually exclusive.  

So the Ego must continue its Resistance to the Mirror that the Man of Heart Is. Love 
cannot give Woman any certainty. Love is not about feeling better, or less bad. Woman 
withholds ‘man’ Her Energy – without which it is hard to function here on earth – when he 
does not do what She wants, for instance when He holds the Mirror in front of Her. This 
subject of withholding Energy from Man – Energy is Woman’s Gift – is not a subject in the 
human realm of consciousness. This subject of Woman’s fundamental Manipulation of ‘man’ 
by means of sex and energy seems to hardly exist – and yet it makes all the difference here on 
earth. 

And so, the abuse of the Heart continues – in the Dark. As open or at least as obvious 
as the abuse of form, of body, is hidden the abuse of the Heart. And therefore, the abuse of 
Heart is not an issue. The Female Form Force rules on earth, and it has no interest in showing 
its secret practice of sucking out Man’s Heart, of withholding Him Her Energy when, 
basically, He does not do what She wants. The Heart is something to be in Love with, but 
Woman does not tolerate It next to Her on Earth, or tolerate even naturally Ruling over Her as 
Her Lord and Master, as the Beloved of Her Own Heart. She hates being confronted with the 
state of Her Own Heart by the Mirror, with its defiled, hardened, deadened, tormented, 
vulnerable, dependent and corrupted state. 

Woman cannot change and doesn’t need to change Herself. The Ego must face a 
Stronger Force before it can shrink and become humble. The abuse of the Heart will therefore 
naturally continue until Man, through Neutrally Seeing-Feeling the earthly reality, stops 
being a slave of the Sexual Force, stops trying, in turn, to manipulate women into having sex, 
an understandable but clumsy stupidity. Through purely Seeing and especially directly 
Feeling how His Heart is ‘abused’ – or used, if you prefer – Man will become Stronger on an 
earthly level. When more men find the guts and dedication and pain-bearing capacity to face 
reality – and are therefore not attached to conquer women for themselves but Enter the deeper 
Selfless reality, this may give Woman the beginning of a sense of ‘safety’ or at least less 
danger – the more men ‘do’ this, the safer it is for Her. Of course, it sounds very 
presumptuous to speak for Her – and I know very well, how Dual Woman Is – and yet, when 
we See that Woman is the Form of Man’s Heart, She would not be against it if, finally, thanks 
to Man’s Mirror, the Heart in Her becomes stronger than Her Lower parts that keep Her 
chained on the bottom of the sea century after century and as long as She can remember. She 
cannot Breathe there. Woman’s current ‘liberation’ is Her liberation as form. She’s still 
suffocated, however. She still cannot Breathe regardless of how free She becomes to do 
whatever She feels like. And She will only be willing to Breathe in the Heart when Man’s 
Heart Shows it is Stronger than all Her (form-)interests, all Her supposed freedom. To Know 
Who or What you Are, to Know your place, gives Breath and Freedom – if this word still 
makes sense at all. 

 
Woman’s Body may move here and there and everywhere, unimpeded, seemingly 

emancipated – I’m not against this – without Finding Man’s Heart, it will stay as empty as 
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ever – full of Ego, however, which has not been addressed and that keeps her stuck to the 
limitations of and as Herself. Without really Connecting to the Opposite Sex (but rather, 
unconsciously, using it), one is bound to live the Ego, without knowing you are lived.  

The emancipation of the Body will not and cannot find its fulfilment or completion if 
(the emancipation of) the Heart does not Lead this Process, if and as long as the Heart is not 
considered Reality, but a fantasy. 


